Internship Digital Designer
We’re looking for a Digital Design (Interaction & Visual Design) student who is up for the challenge to
either do their internship or their graduation project within our ambitious team. Analyzing client needs,
exploring user goals and shaping these into functional and beautiful designs are the things you’re
amazingly good at.
Needless to say you’re passionate and you think it would be awesome to be part of a small design team
in Rotterdam to work together on exciting projects and getting the support to become a real digital
product design expert.
Who we are
Strakzat is a digital design agency shaping ideas into meaningful digital products and engaging
experiences. We provide for both the needs of users and the wants of startups, established companies
and other agencies. A web platform, an iOS or Android app or even software for TV. If it has at least one
screen, we can provide an interface, taking both the interaction and visual experience under our wings.
Who you are

-

You’re skilled in designing with Sketch and/or Figma.
You just can’t stop talking about the latest design trends and slick interfaces.
You seamlessly transform client needs and user goals into creative designs.
You make conscious choices in your design process and can justify these in Dutch and English.
You’re a real team player, but perfectly fit to work independently as well.
You have an extraordinary portfolio, Dribbble or Behance profile. Your work is most important to us.

What we offer

-

An educational internship at an ambitious team.
Opportunity to experiment with different ideas and solutions.
Several projects (iOS, Android and web) to work on.
A good internship allowance and a sweet work place in Rotterdam.

Ready to join the team?
Convinced you’re the one we’re looking for and are you excited about working together with us on
awesome projects? Please send us an e-mail with your motivation, CV and especially your portfolio. If
you have any questions, feel free to contact Bart at bart@strakzat.com.
Read more on strakzat.com

www.strakzat.com

info@strakzat.com

+31 (0)6 426 694 30
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